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Bold and ruthless, he was famed throughout the System as a big-game hunter. From the firedrakes of Mercury to the ice-crawlers
of Pluto, he’d slain them all. But his trophy-room lacked one item; and now Riordan swore he’d bag the forbidden game that
roamed the red deserts . . . a Martian!
A New York Times bestseller! An epic history of the decline of American military leadership—from the bestselling author of Fiasco
and Churchill and Orwell. While history has been kind to the American generals of World War II—Marshall, Eisenhower, Patton, and
Bradley—it has been less kind to the generals of the wars that followed, such as Koster, Franks, Sanchez, and Petraeus. In The
Generals, Thomas E. Ricks sets out to explain why that is. In chronicling the widening gulf between performance and
accountability among the top brass of the U.S. military, Ricks tells the stories of great leaders and suspect ones, generals who
rose to the occasion and generals who failed themselves and their soldiers. In Ricks’s hands, this story resounds with larger
meaning: about the transmission of values, about strategic thinking, and about the difference between an organization that learns
and one that fails.
Predicated on the notion that mathematics has been a growing source of aesthetic inspiration in culture, this volume celebrates
where the two intermesh. It is a meditation on the performances and cultural events, all mathematics-related, performed in
Bologna in 2004, is dedicated to all those who are curious about mathematics, but also more generally about theatre, cinema,
literature, arts and science. Thanks to the DVD, one can readers can relive various events through the voices and the images of
the participants.
Da capoCengage Learning
The 1982 revised second edition of W. E. Dasent's Inorganic Energetics, an established and important teaching text.
The author describes his twenty month ordeal in the Nazi death camp.
Scharnhorst: The Formative Years is the first comprehensive study of Gerhard Scharnhorst. It focuses on his service in Hanover,
corrects the inaccuracies of previous German editions, and presents many unpublished discoveries.
In The Art of the City Raffaele Milani reflects on the ways in which inhabitants of the cityscape have interacted on a spiritual,
psychological, and philosophical level with the architecture that surrounds them. Working with the premise that the city has a
“soul,” which is externalized in the physical structures of its urban space, Milani expresses alarm in the face of sprawling
megacities that typify the postmodern age and endanger the survival of cities’ distinctiveness. While he laments that the nature
surrounding cities is disappearing under concrete, his concern is counterbalanced by the realization that there are ongoing
projects of urban reclamation, renewal, and reutilization aimed at preserving an ancient, almost mystical rapport between the
citizen and the lived space. Milani illustrates his argument by citing the works of modern architects including Emilio Ambasz,
Massimiliano Fuksas, Frank Gehry, Rem Koolhaas, Kisho Kurokawa, Daniel Libeskind, and Renzo Piano. Rather than a history of
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architecture, The Art of the City is a compelling and timely reflection on the important challenge of insuring the continued liveability
and aesthetic valorization of public spaces.
Was Urania a fair, blue-eyed maiden, a dream of spring, an innocent but inquisitive daughter of Eve? No; she was simply, as in
days of yore, that one of the nine Muses who presided over astronomy, and whose celestial glance inspired and directed the
chorus of the spheres; she was the angelic idea which soars above terrestrial dulness. She had not the disturbing flesh, nor the
heart whose palpitations are communicated at a distance, nor the gentle ardor of human life; but she existed nevertheless in a sort
of ideal world,—lofty and always pure,—and yet she was human enough in name and form to produce a strong and deep impression
upon an adolescent soul, to arouse in that soul an indefinite, indefinable feeling of admiration,—almost of love. In his hours of
solitude, and even through the intellectual labors with which the education of the day overloads his brain, a young man whose
hand has never plucked the divine fruit from the tree of Paradise, whose lips are still untouched, whose heart has not yet spoken,
whose senses are beginning to awaken amid vague new aspirations, thrills with a presentiment of the divinity to which he is soon
to sacrifice, and personifies beforehand in ever-varying forms the unknown being who floats through the airy fabric of his dreams.
He wishes, longs to reach this unknown being, but dares not yet, perhaps may never dare, in the purity of his admiration, unless
some helping hand come to his aid. If Chloe is not well informed, indiscreet and talkative Lycinion must take it upon herself to
instruct Daphnis. Whatever tells us of the yet unknown attraction can charm, interest, delight, and captivate us. A cold engraving,
showing the oval of a pure face, even an old-fashioned painting, a sculpture,—a sculpture especially,—awakens a new feeling in our
hearts; the blood flows faster, or seems to stop; the idea crosses our reddening brow like a flash, and remains floating in our
pensive mind. It is the beginning of desires, the beginning of life, the dawn of a beautiful summer day, harbinger of the sunrise. As
for me, my first love, my adolescent passion, had, not for its object assuredly, but as a determining cause—a clock! It is rather odd,
but so it is! Humdrum calculations used up all my afternoons from two until four; it was merely correcting observations, made the
night before, of stars or planets by applying the reductions arising from atmospheric refraction, which itself depends on the height
of the barometer and the temperature. These calculations are as simple as they are tiresome; they are made mechanically, by the
help of prepared tables, while thinking of something else.
This distinctive textbook aims to introduce readers to the basic structures of the mechanics of deformable bodies, with a special
emphasis on the description of the elastic behavior of simple materials and structures composed by elastic beams. The authors
take a deductive rather than inductive approach and start from a few first, foundational principles. A wide selection of exercises,
many with hints and solutions, are provided throughout and organized in a way that will allow readers to form a link between
abstract mathematical concepts and real-world applications. The text begins with the definition of bodies and deformations,
keeping the kinematics of rigid bodies as a special case; the authors also distinguish between material and spatial metrics,
defining each one in the pertinent space. Subsequent chapters cover observers and classes of possible changes; forces, torques,
and related balances, which are derived from the invariance under classical changes in observers of the power of the external
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actions over a body, rather than postulated a priori; constitutive structures; variational principles in linear elasticity; the de SaintVenant problem; yield criteria and a discussion of their role in the representation of material behavior; and an overview of some
bifurcation phenomena, focusing on the Euler rod. An appendix on tensor algebra and tensor calculus is included for readers who
need a brief refresher on these topics. Fundamentals of the Mechanics of Solids is primarily intended for graduate and advanced
undergraduate students in various fields of engineering and applied mathematics. Prerequisites include basic courses in calculus,
mathematical analysis, and classical mechanics.
For more than 120 years (1714–1837) Great Britain was linked to the German Electorate, later Kingdom, of Hanover through
Personal Union. This made Britain a continental European state in many respects, and diluted her sense of insular apartness. The
geopolitical focus of Britain was now as much on Germany, on the Elbe and the Weser as it was on the Channel or overseas. At
the same time, the Hanoverian connection was a major and highly controversial factor in British high politics and popular political
debate. This volume was the first systematically to explore the subject by a team of experts drawn from the UK, US and Germany.
They integrate the burgeoning specialist literature on aspects of the Personal Union into the broader history of eighteenth- and
early nineteenth-century Britain. Never before had the impact of the Hanoverian connection on British politics, monarchy and the
public sphere, been so thoroughly investigated.
This Seventh Edition of the best-selling intermediate Italian text, DA CAPO, reviews and expands upon all aspects of Italian
grammar while providing authentic learning experiences (including new song and video activities) that provide students with
engaging ways to connect with Italians and Italian culture. Following the guidelines established by the National Standards for
Foreign Language Learning, DA CAPO develops Italian language proficiency through varied features that accommodate a variety
of teaching styles and goals. The Seventh Edition emphasizes a well-rounded approach to intermediate Italian, focusing on
balanced acquisition of the four language skills within an updated cultural framework. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Translated here into English for the first time is a monumental work of literary history and criticism comparable in scope and
achievement to Eric Auerbach’s Mimesis. Italian critic Francesco Orlando explores Western literature’s obsession with outmoded
and nonfunctional objects (ruins, obsolete machinery, broken things, trash, etc.). Combining the insights of psychoanalysis and
literary-political history, Orlando traces this obsession to a turning point in history, at the end of eighteenth-century industrialization,
when the functional becomes the dominant value of Western culture. Roaming through every genre and much of the history of
Western literature, the author identifies distinct categories into which obsolete images can be classified and provides myriad
examples. The function of literature, he concludes, is to remind us of what we have lost and what we are losing as we rush toward
the future.
Can a renowned mathematician successfully outwit the stock market? Not when his biggest investment is WorldCom. In A
Mathematician Plays the Stock Market , best-selling author John Allen Paulos employs his trademark stories, vignettes,
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paradoxes, and puzzles to address every thinking reader's curiosity about the market -- Is it efficient? Is it random? Is there
anything to technical analysis, fundamental analysis, and other supposedly time-tested methods of picking stocks? How can one
quantify risk? What are the most common scams? Are there any approaches to investing that truly outperform the major indexes?
But Paulos's tour through the irrational exuberance of market mathematics doesn't end there. An unrequited (and financially
disastrous) love affair with WorldCom leads Paulos to question some cherished ideas of personal finance. He explains why "data
mining" is a self-fulfilling belief, why "momentum investing" is nothing more than herd behavior with a lot of mathematical jargon
added, why the ever-popular Elliot Wave Theory cannot be correct, and why you should take Warren Buffet's "fundamental
analysis" with a grain of salt. Like Burton Malkiel's A Random Walk Down Wall Street , this clever and illuminating book is for
anyone, investor or not, who follows the markets -- or knows someone who does.
In 1918 the U.S. Army Signal Corps sent 223 women to France to help win World War I. Elizabeth Cobbs reveals the challenges
these patriotic young women faced in a war zone where male soldiers resented, wooed, mocked, saluted, and ultimately
celebrated them. Back on the home front, they fought the army for veterans’ benefits and medals, and won.
This book presents true life stories that involve ordinary British people who are caught up in extraordinary circumstances. They are
people like you, living in typical neighbourhoods, with typical jobs and interests. These are real people and to them their stories are
equally real. UFO researcher Philip Mantle and freelance writer and investigative journalist Carl Nagaitis have reconstructed
events, as related to them in detail by people who claim to have been abducted by Extraterrestrial Beings. Transcripts of scores of
taped interviews and hypnosis sessions have been checked and cross-checked to give the most accurate account possible.
This is a fascinating and enjoyable popular science book on gravity and black holes. It offers an absorbing account on the history
of research on the universe and gravity from Aristotle via Copernicus via Newton to Einstein. The author possesses high literary
qualities and is celebrated relativist. The physics of black holes constitutes one of the most fascinating chapters in modern
science. At the same time, there is a fanciful quality associated with this strange and beautiful entity. The black hole story is
undoubtedly an adventure through physics, philosophy, history, fiction and fantasy. This book is an attempt to blend all these
elements together.
No other disjunct pieces of land present such striking similarities as the widely sepa 1 rated regions with a mediterranean type of
climate, that is, the territories fringing the Mediterranean Sea, California, Central Chile and the southernmost strips of South Mrica
and Australia. Similarities are not confined to climatic trends, but are also reflected in the physiognomy ofthe vegetation, in land
use patterns and frequently in the general appearance of the landscape. The very close similarities in agricultural practices and
sometimes also in rural settlements are dependent on the climatic and edaphic analogies, as well as on a certain commonality in
qdtural history. This is certainly true for the Mediterranean Sea basin which in many ways represents a sort of ecological-cultural
unit; this is also valid for CaUfornia and Chile, which were both settled by Spaniards and which showed periods of vigorous
commercial and cultural interchanges as during the California gold rush. One other general feature is the massive interchange of
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cultivated and weed species of plants that has occurred between the five areas of the world that have a mediterranean-type
climate, with the Mediterranean basin region itself as a major source. In spite of their limited territorial extension, probably no other
parts of the world have played a more fundamental role in the history of mankind. Phoenician, Etruscan, Hellenic, Jewish, Roman,
Christian andArab civilizations, among others,haveshapedmanyofman's present attitudes, including his position and perception visa-vis nature.
In a time of spectacular developments in the new astronomy, the concept of black holes captures top honors. As scientific
evidence for them mounts, black holes loom as an ominous development in the life, measured in billions of years, of the universe.
Teaching is changing. It is no longer simply about passing on knowledge to the next generation. Teachers in the twenty-first
century, in all educational sectors, have to cope with an ever-changing cultural and technological environment. Teaching is now a
design science. Like other design professionals – architects, engineers, programmers – teachers have to work out creative and
evidence-based ways of improving what they do. Yet teaching is not treated as a design profession. Every day, teachers design
and test new ways of teaching, using learning technology to help their students. Sadly, their discoveries often remain local. By
representing and communicating their best ideas as structured pedagogical patterns, teachers could develop this vital professional
knowledge collectively. Teacher professional development has not embedded in the teacher's everyday role the idea that they
could discover something worth communicating to other teachers, or build on each others' ideas. Could the culture change? From
this unique perspective on the nature of teaching, Diana Laurillard argues that a twenty-first century education system needs
teachers who work collaboratively to design effective and innovative teaching.
In his final book before his death, Primo Levi returns once more to his time at Auschwitz in a moving meditation on memory,
resiliency, and the struggle to comprehend unimaginable tragedy. Drawing on history, philosophy, and his own personal
experiences, Levi asks if we have already begun to forget about the Holocaust. His last book before his death, Levi returns to the
subject that would define his reputation as a writer and a witness. Levi breaks his book into eight essays, ranging from topics like
the unreliability of memory to how violence twists both the victim and the victimizer. He shares how difficult it is for him to tell his
experiences with his children and friends. He also debunks the myth that most of the Germans were in the dark about the Final
Solution or that Jews never attempted to escape the camps. As the Holocaust recedes into the past and fewer and fewer survivors
are left to tell their stories, The Drowned and the Saved is a vital first-person testament. Along with Elie Wiesel and Hannah
Arendt, Primo Levi is remembered as one of the most powerful and perceptive writers on the Holocaust and the Jewish experience
during World War II. This is an essential book both for students and literary readers. Reading Primo Levi is a lesson in the
resiliency of the human spirit.
Enrico Fermi is unquestionably among the greats of the world's physicists, the most famous Italian scientist since Galileo. Called
the Pope by his peers, he was regarded as infallible in his instincts and research. His discoveries changed our world; they led to
weapons of mass destruction and conversely to life-saving medical interventions. This unassuming man struggled with issues
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relevant today, such as the threat of nuclear annihilation and the relationship of science to politics. Fleeing Fascism and antiSemitism, Fermi became a leading figure in America's most secret project: building the atomic bomb. The last physicist who
mastered all branches of the discipline, Fermi was a rare mixture of theorist and experimentalist. His rich legacy encompasses key
advances in fields as diverse as comic rays, nuclear technology, and early computers. In their revealing book, The Pope of
Physics, Gino Segré and Bettina Hoerlin bring this scientific visionary to life. An examination of the human dramas that touched
Fermi’s life as well as a thrilling history of scientific innovation in the twentieth century, this is the comprehensive biography that
Fermi deserves.
Marking an important moment in the Art Institute of Chicago's 136-year history, this book documents an exceptional gift to the
museum: the Edlis/Neeson Collection, consisting of 44 stellar works of contemporary art. Among the highlights are major paintings
by some of the 20th century's best-known artists, including Jasper Johns, Roy Lichtenstein, Robert Rauschenberg, Gerhard
Richter, Cy Twombly, and Andy Warhol. Also included in the gift are paintings, photographs, and sculptures by icons of
contemporary art such as Damien Hirst, Jeff Koons, and Cindy Sherman. This catalogue places the Edlis/Neeson Collection in
direct dialogue with works already in the Art Institute's holdings. An essay by James Rondeau situates the gift in the context of the
museum's history and uses it to illustrate the growth and development of Pop Art. Most importantly, this book celebrates a
transformative gift that allows the Art Institute to claim the most important collection of modern and contemporary art in any
encyclopedic institution in the world.
This book tries to present in brief compass a metaphysical system, matured (as is hoped) over many years. By metaphysics is
understood an account of the fundamental categories of being, such notions as property, relation, causality. These notions are
more abstract than the results of scientific inquiry, and are controversial among scientists as well as among philosophers. The
book sprang from lectures given to graduate students, and has deliberately been kept at an informal level. It includes some
explanations not required in a book for professional philosophers. The argument is developed in sixteen short chapters. It is
argued that the world is a world of states of affairs, involving universals and particulars. The notion of finding suitable truthmakers
for truths grows in importance as the book proceeds.
Recounts how two Jewish boys in France--the author and his older brother--begin an odyssey of pain and terror when their father
sent them off to the Unoccupied Zone with the warning that they must never admit that they were Jews.
This unique volume gives an accurate and very detailed description of the functioning and operation of basic nuclear reactors, as
emerging from yet unpublished papers by Nobel Laureate Enrico Fermi. In the first part, the entire course of lectures on Neutron
Physics delivered by Fermi at Los Alamos is reported, according to the version made by Anthony P French. Here, the fundamental
physical phenomena are described very clearly and comprehensively, giving the appropriate physics grounds for the functioning of
nuclear piles. In the second part, all the patents issued by Fermi (and coworkers) on the functioning, construction and operation of
several different kinds of nuclear reactors are reported. Here, the main engineering problems are encountered and solved by
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employing simple and practical methods, which are described in detail. This seminal work mainly caters to students, teachers and
researchers working in nuclear physics and engineering, but it is of invaluable interest to historians of physics too, since the
material presented here is entirely novel.
This classic is organized as follows: I. The Relationship Between Buildings, Monuments, and Public Squares II. Open Centers of
Public Places III. The Enclosed Character of the Public Square IV. The Form and Expanse of Public Squares V. The Irregularity of
Ancient Public Squares VI. Groups of Public Squares VII. Arrangement of Public Squares in Northern Europe VIII. The Artless and
Prosaic Character of Modern City Planning IX. Modern Systems X. Modern Limitations on Art in City Planning XI. Improved
Modern Systems XII. Artistic Principles in City Planning— An Illustration XIII. Conclusion
General relativity is now essential to the understanding of modern physics, but the power of the theory cannot be exploited fully
without a detailed knowledge of its mathematical structure. This book aims to implement this structure, and then to develop those
applications that have been central to the growth of the theory.
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